Unit 2 Extra practice: Key

1. 2 compass
   3 first-aid kit
   4 mobile phone
   5 gloves
   6 knife

2. 1 chair, cupboard, lamp
   2 computer, picture, curtain, rug
   3 television, blind, desk, carpet

3. Colours: blue, green, yellow
   Objects: map, torch
   Nationalities: Brazilian, Japanese, Spanish
   Adjectives: cheap, fast, small

4. 2 countries
   3 people
   4 shoes
   5 boxes
   6 families

5. 2 those
   3 that
   4 These
   5 this

6. 2 aren’t
   3 are
   4 isn’t
   5 ‘s
   6 Are, aren’t

7. 2 under
   3 opposite
   4 on the right of
   5 in the middle of

Unit 2 Extension: Key

1. 1 five
   2 on your left
   3 on the right
   4 a cupboard
   5 a (big) blue rug

2. Is there an orange rug on the floor?
   There aren’t any plants on the desk.
   Are there any cupboards in the bathroom?
   There isn’t a sofa in the kitchen.

3. The window is behind the television.
   The books are between the lamp and the box.
   The school is opposite the café.

Unit 2 Revision: Key

1. 2 gloves
   3 first-aid kit
   4 mobile phone
   5 boots
   6 compass (or GPS)

2. 2 television, desk
   3 lamp, computer
   4 blind, picture
   5 curtain, carpet

3. 2 green
   3 slow
   4 the Netherlands
   5 cheap
   6 white